COMMUNICATION BETWEEN BASE HOSPITAL AND FIELD PERSONNEL....

AUTHORITY: Health and Safety Code, Division 2.5, 1797.204

FIELD CARE PERSONNEL: With initial contact, first state the name of the facility being called. Second, fully identify yourself. (i.e. VCMC, GCA 610)

BASE HOSPITAL PERSONNEL: When a call is initiated, and you receive identification of caller, you respond by first identifying the contacting agency followed by fully identifying your hospital. (i.e. AMR 442, SJRMC)

If a radio communication has broken down (intentionally or unintentionally) re-contact should include the same language as is used on initial contact.

To contact us:

Ventura County Public Health
A Division of the Ventura County Health Care Agency
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Phone: 805-981-5301
Fax: 805-981-5300
E-mail: www.vchca.org/ph/ems